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2011-12 Athletics Roster

Mr. Jeff Cassella, Director of Athletics
Mrs. Sandy Lutz, Secretary
Mr. Greg Lohrey, Assistant Athletic Director
Mr. Chad Russo, Assistant Athletic Director

Athletics
Baseball Coach Mr. Len Taylor
Basketball Coach (B) Mr. Bob Krzancic
Basketball Coach (G) Mr. Steve Thompson
Cheerleading Coaches
Competitive & Sparkles Team Mrs. Heather Ambrus
Football Mrs. Kate Johnson
Freshmen Mrs. Sandy Lutz
Basketball Mrs. Melissa Pazhva
Freshman Basketball Mrs. Kate Johnson
Cross County Coach Mr. Bill Dennison
Football Coach Mr. Steve Trivisonno
Volleyball Coach Mr. Eric Verberne
Golf Coach (G) Mr. Dan Wolf
Swimming/Diving Coach Mr. Victor Senn
Gymnastics Coach Mr. Joe Corrigan
Hockey Coach Mr. Paul McKee
Lacrosse Coach (B) Mr. Ed Bolden
Lacrosse Coach (G) Ms. Molly Merrill
Softball Coach Mr. Tom Horvath
Tennis Coach (B) Mr. Scott Raitzl
Tennis Coach (G) Mr. Ed Manuell
Track Coach (B) Mr. Bill Dennison
Track Coach (G) Mr. Brian Butler
Wrestling Coach Mr. Ken Skilton
Soccer Coach (B) Mr. Brady Dean
Soccer Coach (G) Mrs. Megan Howell

2011-12 Extra-Curricular Activities

Academic Decathlon - Mr. Pat Snee
Business Club - Mrs. Carol Hoover
CARDS (Anti-Bullying) - Mr. Marc Nunnari
Choir Director - Mrs. Terry Horschman
Community Service - Mrs. Melissa Kirby/Mrs. Sandy Stewart
Ecology Club - Mr. Scott McLaughlin
Freshman Class Advisor - Ms. Jaclyn Gilbert
Future Educators Club - Mrs. Greg Allen
Futurama Leaders Club - Mrs. Kelsey Schubey
GAHTAH (Give a Hand/ Take a Hand) - Ms. Christy Brubaker
Intramurals - Mr. Scott Reiff
Junior Class Advisor - Mr. Tim Akin
Mannheim Orchestra - Mrs. Beth Klayman
Marching Band - Mr. Steve Pokrembo
Mock Trial - Mrs. Carol Hoover
National Honor Society - Dr. Michelle Haug
Newspaper (INKwell) - Mr. Mark Lynch
Model U.N. - Mr. Steve Couch
PRIDE (Gay/straight Alliance) - Ms. Cindy Gorman/Mr. Ernest Montgomery
Reed Lightening Club (Photo Club) - Mr. Tom Ramsey
Ski Club - Mr. Dan Urringel
Science Olympiad: Mr. Tom Ramsey
Sophomore Class Advisor - Mr. Chad Russo
Senior Class Advisor - Mrs. Melissa Kirby
Speech/Debate Club - Mr. Mark Rokar
Student Government: Mrs. Michelle Morley/Mr. James Allen
Theatre - Mr. John Gugino
Top 25 Show Choir - Mrs. Laurie Eppler
Web Team - Mr. Tom Ramsey
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Cleveland Blur, cover art by senior fine artist, Brianna Beck
As my future awaits, I reflect on my past. I think of how I could not wait until my senior year, graduation, and my life to begin. Now that this has become reality, I am absolutely terrified. When I was younger, I remember looking through a Mentor High School yearbook and being taken away by the cover. I thought to myself “How could someone be so talented?” I thought it would be an honor for a piece of my work to be the cover, but I knew I would never be as good as the previous artists. Little did I know, I was foreshadowing my future. Art has always been an important factor in my life. As a little girl, I always had a drawing utensil in my hand or was making some type of craft, but I never knew it would affect me the way it has. Art has helped me discover who I am and how to express myself, not only on paper, but in a multitude of ways.

My portfolio of work focuses on reflections of the past, present, future, colors, mood and emotions. I feel as if reflections tell much about a person and the way they express themselves. Each piece of my portfolio tells a different story about me and relates to my life in various ways. It tells my life on a piece of paper, each telling a different part.

Theatre is another passion of mine, which inspired me to do “Cleveland Blur”. I find Playhouse Square to be an amazing place filled with people who are doing what they love and working toward their dreams. Theatre has taught me the valuable lesson of never giving up. Although disappointment has always found its way to me, I keep trying my hardest. At times, life may seem like a blur, but you must focus on the happiness, people, and memories that have surrounded you over the years.

Now is the time in our lives that we must reflect on the past and use what we have learned as we look toward the future. - Brianna Beck
Looking back, life seemed so simple and responsibilities seemed so far away. As a high school senior, I now understand how quickly four years can pass and how things can change; how I have changed. I have forged great friendships and learned well, in both art and academia. I have enjoyed being part of the Class of 2012. We have certainly left our mark on Mentor High School, and it has left its mark on me. I may spend my days within these walls, but my mind is often wondering about the future. Now that graduation is upon me, I don't want senior year to end.

These have been four exciting years, but it is time to move on. This final year of high school really put everything into perspective for me. I think about things that would have never entered my mind in years past. It has been an important year, and my best year of high school. Mentor High has prepared me, and all of us, to join the larger world and succeed in anything we put our minds to. High school is not the end of good years, but the start of better ones to come. Here's to the Class of 2012! -Kathleen Flaherty (Senior Editor)
Quinten Bigelow
Corey Bittner
Joshua Blake
Anthony Blank

Angela Blatz
Kevin Blazetic
Jesse Bleck
Brandi Blivens

Jacalyn Bogner
Eric Bokar
Nicholas Bolaney
Shelby Bortnick

Dominick Bottiggi
Shannon Bouffard
Cierra Bower
Bradley Bowers

Rachael Boyd
Brandon Bozickovich
Courtney Bradac
Clay Braidic
Katherine Chesbrough
Blase Chiappone
Amy Cilensek
Nick Cimino

Emily Clinton
Jeanette Cobb
Joseph Coe
Joseph Cole

Derek Collins
Trinity Compton
Marin Condic
Nicholas Constantino

Sasha Corder
Tristan Cormack
Molly Cosmo
Regis Coustillac

Susan Cozzarin
Brittany Crane
Michaila Crislip
Nicole Culek
Katelyn Dolovackky  
Dulcinea Domin  
Alexander Dominish  
Kari Donahue

Lyle Donley  
Morgan Dorsky  
Nicole Drake  
Kara Drummond

Brandon Ebosh  
Kimberly Edmond  
Dominic Edwards  
Jessie Eiben

Taylor Elersich  
Tyler Elston  
Ozlem Er  
Mark Erdelac

Joseph Erxleben  
Nicholas Estok  
Amy Evanko  
Darryl Evans
David Ezzo
Marissa Farrar
Luke Farshchian
Caleb Fisher

Kathleen Flaherty
Kristen Flaherty
Todd Flinn
Christopher Formica

Michael Fowle
Victoria Fox
Alycia Freeman
Mark Freeman

Marrah Frey
Brandon Friedman
Justin Fritts
Tyler Fulajtar

Clayton Fulmer
Cody Funk
Brittany Galen
Anna-Victoria Galipo
Anthony Gallo
Lori Gandolf
Sean Garin
Megan Garrity

Hallie Gatto
Kristin George
Rory Glenn
Ian Gliesman

Brooke Gockel
Christin Godale
Anna Goffos
Sean Golden

Katie Goodman
Mallory Gordon
Martin Graf
Hannah Graham

Alexis Gray
Max Green
Ryan Gregorin
Spencer Grenier
Ashley Hebebrand
Kyle Heeter
Lisa Heini
Kendra Helfrich

Allison Helmick
Rhiannon Herbert
Alyssa Hergenroeder
Craig Herrington

Desiree Hinton
Melanie Hlahol
Jared Holder
Lauren Holley

Joey Hritz
Marilyn Hull
Morgan Hull
Catherine Huntington

Nick Hurst
Kaitlin Huskey
Sammie Huth
Ryan Hyclak
Bryan Ice
Delaney Imbler
Desi Ingram
Rachael Iskra

Isaiah Jackson
Emily Janosko
Jesse Jeavons
Billy Joherl

Alexa Johnson
Ashley Jones
Cory Julian
Craig Juricka

Jordan Kadlub
Jamie Kanaga
Stephanie Kanetsky
Dev Kasabwala

Kyle Kaufman
Cameron Kavan
Tyler Keeley
Tarah Keeney
Chelsea Koslasky
Kayla Kosmerl
Jesse Kovitch
Corey Kraynak

Cassandra Kremyar
Tessa Krupka
Steven Kubitza
Dan Kunc

Brandon Kunkel
Trent Kusar
Kyle Kuzepa
Nikola Lalic

Emily Lance
Samantha Langan
Nathan Langer
Michael Lapenta

Ivana Lapic
Kurt Laseak
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Cassidy Leduc
Ryan Luzar
Stephen Luzar
Nick Luzius
Ashley Lyons

Alyssa Mack
Amy Madorsky
Jimmy Maffit
Megan Mahne

Hayley Major
Nathanial Mance
Alexandra Manno
Gregory Mansperger

Samantha Markouc
Christina Markulin
Rebecca Marotta
Chelsea Marthe

Andrew Masal
Kristen Mason
Mia Mastromatteo
Alyssa Mathews
James McMullen
William McNeely
Andrew Melaragno
Tyler Merryman

Jamie Michaels
Kay Milhoan
Jeremy Miller
Mitchell Miller

Ashley Modzelewski
Ethan Molinar
Natalie Monastra
Courtney Moore

Sean Moroney
Brittany Morr
Allison Morris
Kyle Morris

Marissa Mrozek
Kyle Muenker
Kevin Mulh
Gabrielle Munaretto
Jordan Murphy  
Kerry Murphy
Shannon Murphy
Brittani Musacchio

Richard Music
Marcy Myers
Justin Nadeau
Walter Nebelski

Kenneth Neely
Shane Nelson
Amani Newring
Kevin Nguyen

Amber Nicholls
Alexandria Nichols
Alyssa Nicol
Timothy Niepokny

Brandon Nightman
Jules Noonan
Katie Oaks
Erin Oddis
Jason Olree
Brandon Onda
Kevin Oravec
Danielle Osborne

Maxwell Ostrowski
Jake Pachinger
Rollin Pachinger
Josh Pacosky

Valentino Panie
Gabrielle Parr
Ryan Parr
Yashutosh Patel

Ryan Pavsek
Richard Pearson
Kevin Pecjak
Jennifer Pederson

Emily Penkowski
Cody Percifull
Steven Perovich
Lauren Perry
Ashlee Smeallie
Abbigail Smith
Brooke Smith
Chelsey Smith

Jennifer Smith
Joshua Smith
Kaitlin Smith
Evan Sokalski

Ciara Sokolowski
Kortney Soster
Nicholas Soukup
David Spalding

Graham Spangler
Kyle Sparacia
Megan Spisak
Anthony St. Cyr

Misty Stalmaker
Amanda Stephens
Rachael Stevens
Brianna Stewart
Cole Stitt
Alexandria Stitts
Emily Stoerkel
Karli Stokes

Tyler Stoldt
Amanda Stopek
Josie Storey
Thomas Strobel

Caitlin Sutton
Emily Sutton
Matt Sutton
Kayla Swider

Addison Sypniewski
Nicholas Szappanos
Brandon Tackett
Tyler Taeusch

Caitlin Tanski
Conor Tanski
Christina Tepley
Heather Terdan
Halle Williams
Travis Willis
Rachel Winslow
David Michael Winter

Brian Wisniewski
Katlyn Woods
Jeffrey Woomer
Edward Yanchar

Benjamin Yanosko
Sarah Yeary
Christopher York
Taylor Zdanowicz

Kyle Zealor
Michael Zito
Mitchell Zito
Stephanie Zook

Joe Zupan
Alfrado Girardi
Senior Poll Winners

Mrs. Hoover as Mrs. Umbridge from "Harry Potter"

Teacher Celebrity Look Alike

Mr. Wade as Buzz Lightyear

Most Likely to Become a Rock Star

Michaila Crislip
Rick "Ripcord" Pearson
Senior Poll Winners

Student Celebrity Look Alike

Julia Bates as Emily Osment

Ben Yanosko as Russell From the movie "Up"

Cutest "Barbie & Ken" Couple
Hallie Gatto
Justin Fritts

Most Likely to Become a Famous Actor/Actress
Julia DiSanto
Craig Juricka
Senior Poll Winners

Most Changed Since Freshman Year
Clay Braidec & Dylyn Hazen

Most Likely to Take Over the World
Sarah Perry
Kevin Nguyen

Most Likely to Appear on a Wheaties Box
Alex Aiello
Tom Strobel

Most Artistic
Fine Art 4 AP

Most Likely to be Survivor Champions
Alex Aiello
Kurt Laseak
Senior Poll Winners

Prettiest Eyes
Sam Vlastic
Matt Sikon

Friendliest
Emily Rossi
Ronald Lucarelli

Most Talkative
Maria Brnjic
Eddie Yanchar

Best Smile
Hallie Gatto
Regis Coustillic

Best Dressed
Brianna Beck
Tristan Cormack

Class Clown
Alexandra Benson
Jamie Shields

Class of 2013

Juniors

Junior Section Editor: Sevgim Akcakil
reflections

Thomas Curtis
Igor Cvjetkovic
Valeria D'Acquaggio
Emily Dicar
Jeremy Diggans
James Dutton
Avinash Dandu

Sara Danovich
Tiffany Defini
Seanna Dej leftovers
Nicholas Defina
Courtney Deily
Julia Demmian
Kevin Dendan

Andrew Denoon
Trisha Denali
Nicole Desanta
Richard Dexter
Gaelle Dickerson
Wes D'Inferno
Marc Dinda

Josephine Dinovo
Tyler Dodd
Sara Donovan
Jaylen Doody
Maureen Driscoll
Kyle Dubecky
Katie Defour

Kyle Deu
Krisan Dufoc
Jacob Dutil
Donald Elaya
Rick Edinger
Haleigh Einosh
Nicholas Elshaw

Carlyn Epple
Matthew Evans
Bridget Fath
Dominique Ferrando
Ian Fellers
Katherine Ferrante
Michael Fier

Joseph Fittimore
Jacob Fisher
Brian Fitzsimmer
Bethany Fleming
Rachael Fogarty
Joseph Felicetti
Eillian Forsee

Shawn Fuld
Jeffrey Foreman
Benjamin Foss
Taylor Fox
Sarah Fracile
Andrew Fraser
Jacob Freund-Krohn

juniors
Camera shy, but why?

A teacher looks at his/her class and sees many eyes. During the year, most of us read, "The Lord of the Flies". In Biology we learn about macromolecules. We are all cool even though we all act like fools. In history, we were taught about the American Industrial Revolution. If you have a problem, we have a solution. Writing geometric proofs is not always fun. We will always love being in the 2011-12 Sophomore class a ton.

~ Suzie Misko

Sophomore Section Editors: Alyssa Klatt, Lotty Vathananonb and Suzie Misko
reflections

Sophomores
Camera shy, but why?!  
Not pictured: Kelly Donovan, Alex Fogarty, Patrick Fogarty, Cailyn Hess, Nikki Hensar, Chelsea Hutchinson, Nicholas Ketterman, Dedra Kreider, Nicholas Magyar, Cheyanne Manus, Emily Melish, Taylor Molle, Anthony Nara, Justin Parsons, Tyler Pinkowski, Mitchell Smith and Sierra Try.
Look into a mirror, think back to the first day of school.
How much have you changed?
The glasses are now contacts.
The braces are off, leaving a row of straight, pearly white teeth.
New friends are at your side, cheering you on and helping you through the rough times.
Moments of happiness are now unforgettable memories.
These memories are brought back by pictures.
Pictures that capture those brief instants of friendships and joys that are now a part of the past. Look at your reflection.
Think back to those Freshmen days.
Remember.
And never forget; these are the times of your life.

~Alissa Langguth and Carolina Kane
Freshmen Section Editor: Tyler Kobus
Ethan Dickson
Theresa DiBacco
Nicholas DiBartolo
Wayne Dillard
Hannah Deiaco
Maria DiNasso
Grant Domsdy

Todd Dorsky
Sarah Dotson
Robert Dragisic
Courtney Drake
Caitlin Dukarsky
Amanda Dufour
Allison Duka

Kimberly Dunagan
Dean Edwards
Marc Edwards
Christopher Edel
Tyrus Ellis
Wade Emlor
Ashley Elston

Daniel Elzey
Jacob Estok
Philip Evans
Alexa Fees
Leigha Felice
Kimberly Feller
Nicole Fillar

Megan Fitzgerald
David Fleming
Seth Fishbe
Aaron Ford
Aubrey Forrest
Maria Fornythe
Nicholas Fornythe

Felicia Fori
Thomas Fredericks
Emily Fidyman
Elise Fuller
Christopher Funk
Erik Gallo
Taylor Guebbo

Sarah Gatto
Ethan Geary
Rachel George
Katherine Gerri
MacKenzie Gerro
Rosa Gifford
Maxwell Giorgi

Emily Gladish
Hunter Golden
Nicholas Goodwin
Logan Gormik
Alexis Goracy
Stanley Gosner
Jenna Grans
Ian Meadows
David Mezien
Katie Merscher
Ja' Shen Morrisweather
Brandon Merryman
Michael Mevar
Dylan Metz

Shelby Meyer
Bailey Morgen
Bridget Michalski
Laken Mikolic
David Milde
Adrian Miller
Cody Miller

Alyssa Mills
Valentina Milos
Rachael Mink
Harley Modica
Caleb Mobly
Mark Molder
Rachel Molinar

Marcella Mooreman
Cecilia Moran
Kenna Morgan
Zachary Morgan
Reedee Moor
Jacob Morris
Trevor Morrison

Darin Moss
Erika Monument
Brandon Meyer
Logan Meyer
Molly Moyer
Cara Muth
Maison March

Jacob Murray
Zachary Musacchio
Anna Nagurske
Oshana Neal
Morgan Nelson
Grace Neumann
Taylor Nemecak

Jaylyn Nemeth
Megan Neticci
Mackenzie Nevall
Halle Nichols
Dominic Nicelot
Nicolete Naeoma
Ashley Novak

Brandon Novak
Nicholas Novotny
Cara Nati
Lizbeth Oelbrecht
Rehan Olgundin
Kylie Oyen
Rebecca Olson
Camera shy, but why?!

Not Pictured: Taylor Bently, Brian Edmond, Austin Effrick, Candace Kolarovic, Andrew Noble, Brendan Parker, Riley Pearson, Scott Polland, Gia Sajovic, Kyle Stewart, Tina Taylor, Tania Wells, Sydney Young and Kyrus Ziemski.
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freshmen
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Faculty and staff

staff
2012

Bassam Abdulrahim
Tim Akin
Heather Ambrus
Samantha Bonar

Cathy Bontempo
Mary Lou Brannon
Anne Brown
Christi Brubaker

Linda Burkhart
Sarah Carver
Shirley Cerjan
Tracy Coleman

Michelle Cormack
Paula Coughlin
Deborah Covelli
Daniel Crain

staff
faculty & staff

Carol Cvar
Gina Dorazio
Debra Drury
Adam Dudziak

Lisa Ford
Alex Franceschini
Rebecca Frei
Michele Fulmer

James Funk
Miranda Ganz
Jaclyn Gilbert
Cindy Gomori

reflections

mhs

staff
Margaret Gorman
John Greene
Michelle Haag
Robert Haag

Nancy Hackney
Beth Hall
Terry Herschman
Jason Holy

Meagan Howell
Sianez Johnson
Susan Kacir
Michelle Kane

Stacey Kerul
Beth Klayman
Faith Kover
Marion Krawczyszyn
Catherine Krizan
Joni Kubec
Cindy Langelier
Sherry Lann

Claudia Litz
Dan Litzinger
Kelly Lo
Cindy Lutheran

Sandy Lutz
Mark Lynch
Linda Mahaffee
Drew McKnight
2012

Scott McLaughlin
Molly Merrill
Paul Mocadlo
Linda Mooney

Michelle Morris
Marc Nemuanitis
Rachel Palomo
Chris Parsons

Melissa Pastwa
Kirsten Pentek
Richard Peterson
Joni Petrusko

Jeff Pierce
Janet Pizzuti
Susan Pohlo
Steve Poremba
faculty & staff

Scott Raiff  
Carissa Richards  
Wendy Rossoll  
Mark Rotar

Kathie Russo  
Chris Sauer  
Sean Sintic  
Katharine Siskind

Susanne Siwinski  
Darlene Skilton  
Brian Steigerwald  
Steve Couch
2012

Carol Striskovic
Rebecca Telischak
Steve Thompson
Joe Volpe

Bill Wade
Marie Waltz
Not Pictured:
Drum Majors: Ronald Lucarelli and Megan Katoch
On a crisp summer sunset, the crest of the stadium is attentive to the noteworthy cadence of the approaching marching band. For the 2011-2012 school year, The Fighting Cardinal Marching Band will field 210 dedicated marchers. The students begin at the break of summer, spend countless hours preparing music, and memorize over ninety sets of drill. The numerous hours are for the production of the fall halftime show and competition show. The band will forever remain a family. Once a cardinal, always a cardinal.

fighting cardinal marching band
"Grab Band by the Horns! Pun Intended!"
Ronald Lucarelli (Senior Drum Major)
MENTOR FOOTBALL

NEO Champs
Regional Finalist

Cardinals
49    Euclid
38    Youngstown Ursuline
38    St. Ignatius
52    Mayfield
42    Parma
38    Brunswick
44    Solon
45    Medina
38    Strongsville
35    Twinsburg
48    Cleveland JFK
42    Solon
17    St. Ignatius

Opponents
21
27
24
14
0
14
20
7
7
38
16
40
23
Top: Renae Gagnon, Dominique Fatica, Sarah Hood, Raechel Baucco, Kelsey Kolesar, Lauren Wilson
Bottom: Rachael Stevens, Emily Rossi (captain), Emily Lance (captain), Alex Aiello, Lauren Holley, Alyssa Hergenroeder, Megan Spisak
Mascot: Brian Fitzmaurice

varsity football cheerleaders
Tori Barclay, Sydney Granito, Brooke Vadnal, Jesse Krejci, Makayla Gabriel (Captain), Nicole Fillar, Elise Fulmer, Kayla Adamic, Mollie Layton, Rachel Piazza, Sarah Sotkovsky, Carlee Wancho

jv football cheerleaders
Football

Sarah Gatto
Bridget Langguth
Rachel Lance
Riley McBride
Amanda Yeary
Katie Kormiller
Tori Rykaczewski
Nicole Matteo
Sarah Smeltz

Coach
Sandy Lutz

Football players have all season to prove themselves... we have 2 minutes and 30 seconds
Members

Jordan Beebe
Sarah Bertrand
Samantha Butterfield
Sami Lopez
Aubrey Maffit
Josie Mansperger
Angel Marold
Bri Miller
Tifani Roberts
Tori Stanek
Paige Taylor
Kyra Wisely

Coach
Melissa Pastwa

dance team
Coaches
Heather Ambrus
Sandy Lutz
Kellie McCloskey

Team Leaders
Dominique Fatica
Renae Gagnon
Sydney Granito
Cass Leduc
Rachael Stevens
Lauren Wilson

Team
Jada Comer
Jimmy Dahlhausen
Sara Nethken
Marissa Pachinger
Monnis Pachinger
Madison Verh

sparkle cheerleaders
The Mentor High School Competition Cheerleaders participated in ten competitions this year. The highlights of the season included winning 1st place in the Mondays with Malta Cheerleading Challenge, qualifying for and competing in the OASSA State Competition and winning 2nd place at the CCC National Cheerleading Competition.

Members of the team: Alexa Arslanian, Amy Arslanian, Rachael Baulco, Ashley Burklin, Elisse Fulmer, Dominique Fatica, Sydney Granito, Alyssa Hergenroeder, Sarah Hood, Jesse Krejci, Emily Lance (Captain), Rachel Lance, Rachel Piazza, Emily Rossi (Captain), Sarah Sotkovsky, Lauren Wilson

Coach: Heather Ambrus
#trainerproblems

Football Trainers
SENIORS:
Jessica DeLuca
Summer Halverson
Stephanie Kanetsky
Alyssa Mathews
Krystina Rygel
Caitlin Tanski

JUNIORS:
Gabrielle Galiardi
Olivia Stibora

SOPHOMORES:
Maddy Basie
Alex Morgan
Jaime Murphy
David Osborne
Victoria Stupecki

HEAD TRAINER:
Lindsey Connelly
Kat Shuster
Julie Prusock

TEAM DOCTOR:
Dr. Brian Juriga
Women's Varsity Soccer

DISTRICT CHAMPS

Top Row: Coach Siwinski, Amanda Marson, Courtney Schutz, Sarah Ruckstuhl, Emily Harker, Coach Howell
2nd Row: Amanda Pratt, Kayla Gabor, Emma Miller, Ally Dipre, Olivia Shear
3rd Row: Jaime Eiben, Stephanie Weagraff, Allie Plaskon, Sam Birchall
Bottom Row: Payton Lewis, Blake Lewis, Shayna Swerdlow, Emily Elkins, Amber Seaman

NOT PICTURED: Emily Penkowski

All-Cleveland

Honorable Mention
Jaime Eiben, Amanda Pratt, Stephanie Weagraff, Emma Miller

2nd Team
Sarah Ruckstuhl, Payton Lewis

1st Team
Amber Seaman

All-Ohio

2nd Team
Amber Seaman

Academic Award
Emily Harker, Blake Lewis, Emily Penkowski, Sarah Ruckstuhl, Amber Seaman, Stephanie Weagraff

Captains: Sarah Ruckstuhl
Courtney Schutz
Amber Seaman

Class of 2012 Seniors:
Emily Harker
Blake Lewis
Emily Penkowski
Allie Plaskon
Sarah Ruckstuhl
Amber Seaman
Olivia Shear
Stephanie Weagraff
Women's Soccer

Junior Varsity
Top Row: Alex Mazzocco, Alexis Smith, Coach Christopher Sauer, Rachel Bann, Erin Gordon
2nd Row: Alayna Stroberg, Amanda Grebenc, Cassie Rozic, Tamara Dujmovic, Kaitlyn Korosi
3rd Row: Callyn Voase, Allison Kubitza, Olivia Knapp, Jenny Kukula
Bottom Row: Haley Vinborg, Maria Disanto, Kaysee Lee, Grace Yanosich, Stephanie Tirak

Reserve
Top Row: Coach Kenn Stopec, Brianna Overly, Aly Spansel, Kayla Ulbrich, Alyssa Lunka
Middle Row: Kayla Longo, Taylor Turick, Alison Duka, Jordan Beebe, Kelly Brown
Bottom Row: Alex Mazzocco, Lauren Sturgis, Halle Harden, Victoria Young, Mackenzie Szachury
JV

Pep Bojic, Nathan Carey, Eric Goldstein, Michael Grieser, Joe Hugedus, Chris Hren, Tommy Katoch, Mike Lezan, Anthony Medina, Dan Millian, Adrian Miller, Robert Misch, Adam Musgrave, Adam Nagle, Kyle Nagle, Tim Noll, Kurt Raney, Zack Rastall, Tyler Ray, Anthony Severino, Tyler Thompson, Ryan Ule, Alan Wardeiner, Matt Vehovec

Reserve

John Abrahamson, Brandon Balash, Jensen Benner, Ronan Bracken, Ryan Brass, Mike Costello, Carl Connelly, Marc Edwards, Matt Erxleben, Kevin Hruska, Zak Laird, Dominic Longo, Josh Lyons, Noah McNeil, Nick Oslin, Jacob Pell, Jacob Pollack, Tyler Pruzinsky, Ryan Volker, Ruben Well

fall
Varsity

Eric Davis, Jeff Davis, Colin Eedy, Alber Giebel, Aaron Harden, Patrick Iskra, Chris Jordan, Kory Kolschtzky, Jacob Lombardo, Matthew Markiewicz, Kevin Muhr, Brendan Mullen, Evan Powell, Kyle Raser, Maxwell Rupp, Brad Sackett, Nikhil Shah, Scott Sherwood, David Whitcomb

Columbus Crew Stadium

mens soccer
Ladies' Cross Country Captains
Sara Scinto, Alexandra Benson and Julia Lowe

Our Graduating Seniors
Back Row: Emily Janosko, Kristine Wagner, Hannah Watson, Sara Scinto, Jessie Eiben
Front Row: Morgan Brunner, Julia Lowe, Nicole Rizzo, Alexandra Benson

M is for my favorite team
E is for everyone
N is for no fear
T is for the very best
Oh my god
Race!

Kinsey Robinson
Freshman Individual State Qualifier
31st Place
18:57

Team Spirit in Columbus
Head Coach - Bill Dennison
Assistant Coach - Sara Parcell
Assistant Coach - John Distler

District Runner Up

Ladies' Cross Country

Back Row: Assistant Coach Sara Parcell, Head Coach Bill Dennison, Assistant Coach John Distler
4th row: Kinsey Robinson, Jessie Bean, Sarah Meier, Courtney Crane, Sydney Stump, Sydney McGiffin, Emily Janosko
3rd Row: Ashley Elston, Mattie Haag, Bailey Page, Peggy Magro, Emily Dacar, Laura Petro
Row 2: Alexandra Benson, Jenny Mulhull, Kayla Knowles, Nicole Lafelice, Jessie Elben, Kamila Garzarek
Front Row: Sara Scinto, Ashlyn Woods, Morgan Brunner, Julia Lowe, Nicole Rizzo, Lindsey Lafelice, Abby Meinen

Regional Qualifiers
Coach's Corner

Head Coach
Bill Dennison

Assistant Coach
Sara Parcell

Assistant Coach
John Distler

Back Row: Asst. Coach John Dister, Asst. Coach Sara Parcell, Jake Misencik, Alex Meier, Scott Seaton-Todd, Head Coach Bill Dennison
Row 4: Shane Maltry, Eric Kocsis, Cullen O'Donnell, Mitch Cenntanne, Steven Apicella, Brian Mack, Chris Cannella, Wade Elmore
Row 3: Jessie Kovitch, Dan Sampson, Nick Bean, Ben Bovack, Matt Evans, Andrew Denton, Ryan Kodramaz, Steve Luzar, Brandon Stoldt, Tom McDougal
Row 2: Andrew Hetrick, Phil Evans, Aaron Chubb, Brian Edmond, Ryan Laganson, Maverick Hunsinger, Dylan Tanner, Luke Nelson, James Gorjup
Front Row: Jeff Gudowicz, Michael Hetrick, Max Ostrowski-Senior Captain, Branko Vukancic, Joseph Shaker, Kyle Muenker-Senior Captain, Jared Keipert, Tommy Kozlovich-Junior Captain
Seniors: Morgan Dorsky, Kristin George, Elaine Kendra, Alexandria Nichols
Juniors: Jenna Bellassai, Kayleigh Cavano, Sarah Fracci, Jordyn Hambleton, Andrea Matanovic, Kara Vitalone
Sophomores: Kimberly Gliebe, Katherine Gorjup, Victoria Stupecki
Freshmen: Hannah Robertson, Marley Siegel, Natalie Weaver

Girls Tennis
Head Coach: Dan Wolf
Assistant Coach: Ashlee King

Seniors: Alex Manno, Shannon Murphy
Juniors: Hailey Gibbs, Joan Graziano, Monica Gregor, Amy Lyon, Dana Lyon, Paige Victor
Sophomore: Lindsey Graehling
Freshmen: Katherine Geric, Jaclyn Pennington, Tori Rykaczewski
Seniors: Kara Berger, Sasha Corder, Hallie Gatto, Kerry Murphy, Emily Royer
Juniors: Katherine Ferrante, Jacquelyn Ritt
Sophomores: Savannah Austin, Rachel Brittain, Leah Cassella, Katherine Desanto, Emily Griffin, Madelyn Kontra, Jane Levar, Sandra Matanovic, Meghan Mormino, Megan Moroney, Bethany Pike, Rachel Raimondo, Tarah Signorelli, Mackenzie Trubiano, Miranda Trubiano
Season Highlights:
- 17 dual match victories this year
- 2nd place in the sectional Tournament
- Ten wrestlers qualified for the District meet
- Congratulations to Jordan Victor and Colin Kramer in qualifying for the state tournament.


JV and Freshmen Wrestlers: Ben Bobak, Treyvon Smith, Ben Watson, Cory Smith, Tyler Stopek, Brian Edmond, Nick Yanosko, James Petchasko, Russ Sprague, Peter Kunka, Dean Edwards, Max Ivanuha, Alex Winter
Brittany Adkins, Alexandra Aiello, Allison Arthur, Sarah Butterfield, Kayla Kosmeri, Lauren Cannon, Kelly Adkins, Brianna Latta, Jordan Beebe, Riley McBride, Alexandra Spalding
Homecoming Assembly reflections
First Row:  Branden Piks, LaShaun Moore, Justin Fritts, Mike Brentar, Danny Wallack
Second Row:  Brody Nelson, Fred Buse, Jeff Foreman, Michael Gallagher, Caleb Potter
Third Row:  Jake Leonard, Kyle Morris, Brandon Fritts, Mitchell Trubisky, Conner Krizancic

Justin Fritts
Mr. Basketball
2012
winter

CAPTAINS

Season Record
22-3
Coach K earned his 500th career victory with a win over Riverside in the first game of the DIV 1 Sectional Tournament.

297 3s
2nd Most in Ohio History
10 games over 100 pts

Co-Champions
Northeast Ohio Conference
Euclid District Champions

Sweet 16

Ranked #1 on MaxPreps in State of Ohio
 Ranked #1 in NH & PD
 Ranked #3 Associated Press

boys' basketball
First Row: Ethan Schemm, Eddie Daugherty, Nick Diliberto, Seth Fluhart
Second Row: Jonathan Robinson, Brandon Merryman, Paul Sateika, Josip Bobas, Coach Parsons
Third Row: Drew Noble, Steven Loiczly

First Row: Tyler Thompson, Maverick Hunsinger, Joey Zaugg, Brett Tanski
Second Row: Andrew Hurst, Nick Novotny, Adam Smith, Trevor Morrison, Marc Walton
Third Row: Coach Crowe, Marc Edwards

Special thanks to Coach Funk for stepping in for Coach Crowe
First Row: David Wallack, Josip Vukancic, Kyle Hagey, Brandon Kasberg, Tyler Williams, Nick Fillar
Second Row: Alex Skulina, Von Maddox, Kade McClure, Kent Berger, Michael Ours
Freshmen
First Row: Gabrielle Crombie, Lea Lalic, Bailey Beech, Paige Biskup, Jenny Kukala
Second Row: Tonia Deadwiley, Amanda Grebenc, Brianna Overly, Katherine Bateman, Allison Kubitza, Coach Gerard

Junior Varsity
First Row: Rachael Raum, Kaitlyn Muzik, Erika Motiejunas, Mariah Trubisky, Lydia Selden
Second Row: Coach Thompson, Jaime Eiben, Jen Swetel, Taylor Garbiso, Alexis Smith, Coach Harris
Varsity

First Row: Natalie Pachinger, Katelyn Zdanowicz, Kelsey Kolesar, Nicole Link, Lauren Stefancin
Second Row: Marilyn Hull, Emily Strayer, Brittany Morr, Kayla Gabor
Third Row: Coach Harris, Lacey Miller, Christine Dawson, Coach Thompson, Coach Passifume
Amy Arslanian
Brittney Bird
Allyssa Carroll
Emily Elkins
Makenzie Friebertshauser
Alana Kakias
Sydney McGiffin
Megan Murphy
Amy Senn
Kayla Ulbrich

junior varsity cheerleaders
Ashley Burkin
Anna Casey
Alycia Freeman
Brittany Galen
Cassidy Leduc
Kelsey McKinney
Grace Sheppard
Kristen Shirey
Lindsay Shulman
Marissa Turick

Coach
Melissa Pastwa
Top: Dory Turner, Marlo Wolfe, Courtney Burkin, Kelly McKinney
Bottom: Olivia Hervey, Taylor Turick, Alexa Arslanian

freshmen cheer
Freshmen: Kenneth Hughes, Brady Kloss, Tabetha Tackett
Sophomores: Tyler Cox, Andrew Donnelly, John Hagan,
James Longo, Matthew Madison, Christopher Noonan, Ryan Posipanka,
Andrew Rellick, Trytin Siemasz, Alan Wardeiner
Juniors: Connor Brittain, Andrew Cannata, Jacob Fisher, Garrett Graehling,
Joseph Iafelice, Thomas Kozlovich, Kevin Lut, Robert Matsko, Joshua McBride,
William O'Donnell, Amanda Peterson, Tim Sienknecht, James Wallette
Seniors: Anthony Blank, Caleb Fisher, Michael Hanlon, Ryan Hyclak,
Nicholas Kirschner, Walter Nebelski, Victor Senn, Matthew Sutton, Brandon Tackett
Freshmen: Maria Coy, Adam Dallariva, Leigha Felice, David Fleming, Tiffani Harris, Alex Lingafelter, Hiral Patel, Cameron Raser, Abby Warnock, Kaylee Winans, Sydney Young
Sophomores: Lane Brunkaia, Katie Gorjup, Lindsey Graehling, Nicole Graf, Mattie Haag, Kara Kopan, Griffin Lau, Natalie Meeks, Anthony Mercurio, Jamie Murphy, Ryan Rovniak, Emily Russell, Hope Scarveli, Hanna Schultz, Kenzie Seaton-Todd, Victoria Stupecki, Alyssa Vitolo, Jake Weinstein
Seniors: Emily Clinton, Rhiannon Herbert, Melanie Hlahol, Rachael Iskra, Emily Janosko, Nathan Kopan, Cassie Kremyar, Leah Poole, Alec Rovniak, Megan Wallace, Emily Warnock, Rachel Winslow
Performing Arts students at MHS are encouraged to participate in local, state and national events, shows and competitions throughout the year. The Ohio PTA, through National PTA, holds an annual cultural arts program, called Reflections. Children in preschool through grade 12 are encouraged to create and submit works of art in six arts areas: Literature, Visual Arts, Photography, Dance Choreography, Film/Video and Musical Composition. The Reflections program allows PTAs throughout the state to recognize children for their creativity in portraying yearly themes. The 2011-2012 theme was, "Diversity means..." Students submitted artwork to their school PTAs. Works were judged at the local level and the winning entries advanced to the council, district, region, and/or state PTA levels. Top state award-winning entries advance to the national level of judging. Many of the national finalists have been from right here in Ohio. This year Stephanie Scott (grade 12) won the Senior Ohio PTA Award of Outstanding Achievement (Film), Cassandra Yee (9) won the Senior Ohio PTA Award of Merit (Film), and Abby Siatkowski (10) won the Senior Ohio PTA Honorable Mention (Literature). Lake County Council winners in Literature also included Sarah Ruckstuhl (12) and Abigail Meinen (11), in Photography: Carolina Kane (9) and Alexander Bittner (9), and in Visual Art: Grace Sheppard (11), Maggie Davis (12), and Jamie Michaels (12).
"An Artistic Discovery," Congressional High School Art Competition sponsored by U.S. Rep. Steven C. LaTourette (R-Concord Township) is open to only high school students who live in the 14th Congressional District. All four 2012 winners were from Mentor High School. This year Brianna Beck’s entry, Cleveland Blur (as seen on the cover of our yearbook), has been selected as the winning entry. Her piece will be displayed in our Nation’s Capitol along with other winners from across the country for one year after the ribbon cutting ceremony on June 20th. Aidan Walsh, another senior at Mentor High School, won the 2011 Congressional High School Art Contest, last Spring, Aidan submitted a charcoal drawing called, Before the Dance Recital (see photo below). Her entry, Magic Kingdom, has been awarded 2nd place this year and will be displayed in our Congressman’s Washington D.C. office for one year. Charlotte Klimovich’s entry, Frozen in Time, has been awarded 3rd place and her piece will be displayed in the lobby of our Congressman’s Painesville Office. Rebbecca Korte, another junior at MHS, has been awarded 4th place for her entry, Thirsty, and her piece will be displayed in our Congressman’s Twinsburg office for one year.
The Ohio Governor's Youth Art Exhibition, now in its forty-second year, is dedicated to the educational and artistic advancement of our talented young people in the state of Ohio. The exhibition is open to all of Ohio's 1,112 high schools, both public and private, chartered by the State of Ohio Department of Education. Our purpose is to provide all budding young artists of the state with opportunities to advance their talent, whether that be through scholarships or simply experiencing the process of entering their work in a competition. The exhibition is a valuable incentive for our young people; it encourages an appreciation for the arts throughout Ohio and reflects the fine quality of art instruction and talent which exist in our state.

The state judging for the Ohio Governor's Youth Art Exhibit took place in Columbus on March 10th. The judges for this level of competition are chosen from all over the country and are generally professional artists, college level instructors, or both. From the 12,000 regional entries from the 18 regions, approximately 2,500 are selected to enter the state judging. State jurors then select only 300 for the actual exhibition. Scholarships are offered to seniors by over 30 universities and colleges of art. These 7 students from MHS had 8 of the 300 artworks hanging in the Ohio Governor's Youth Art Exhibition at the James A. Rhodes Office Tower in Columbus, Ohio from April 14th - May 17th: Kaitlin Boyd (Sweet Reflection), Meghan Calvert (Weight of the World), Kayla Gabor (My Pal And I), Rebecca Konte (Blossoming Joy, Daddy's Little Angels), Tyler Powell (Saigon Lights), Matthew Sikon (Goldilocks), and Aidan Walsh (Magic Kingdom).
Outstanding Student Awards are given each year by the Council to those students selected by their high school advisors and instructors. The award, honoring outstanding achievement in Graphics, is presented to selected students at the annual Hall of Distinction ceremony. This year's recipient for MHS was senior, Kathleen Flaherty.

The Benny Awards is an annual Graphic Arts contest for high school students where graphic arts work in the categories of Printing and Graphic Design are judged and cash awards and recognition plaques are presented during the Hall of Distinction ceremony. This competition is viewed as valuable experience for any student interested in pursuing a career in the graphic arts field. The competition offers students their first exposure to review of their work by a panel of area professionals. All entries are displayed at the annual Printing Week celebration.

2012 Printing Competition Winners:
First Place
Samantha Huth
Second Place
Ashley Lyons
Third Place - tie
Morgan Brunner
Michalla Cristlip
Honorable Mentions
Rory Glenn
Rachel Plott (Qty 2)
Matt Sikson
Aidan Walsh
Lake & Geauga Counties Secondary Art Awards (January 29 - February 26, 2012) at The Gallery of Lakeland Community College included 450 works of art selected from over 700 entries by young artists from 20 high school and middle schools in Lake and Geauga Counties. Categories represented include photography, sculpture, ceramics, jewelry, painting, printmaking, drawing and mixed media. Local art teachers, including teachers from MHS, volunteer their time and effort to run the show. 127 Mentor Schools student works were featured in this show. Judges for this show were local artists and/or former art educators from the area. Artwork was judged using the following awards: Honorable Mention, Gold Seal, Blue Ribbon, Scholarship/Cash Award. Artwork by students Lisa Tan, Samantha Vlastic and Ashley Lyons were featured on this year’s poster. MHS winners included: Talent Grant & Cash Award; Meghan Calvert Lake County Scholarship (7-9) winner: Kayla Gabor Best of Show (7-9) Grace Nemeckay Best of 11th Grade Millie Wright Best of 10th Grade Becca Best of 9th Grade Victoria Rykaczewski Cash Award Ashley Lyons Cash Award Lindsay Gabor Cash Award Alexis Goyance Cash Award Carolina Kane Cash Award Maisaa Kawkabani Cash Award Abby Warnock Cash Award Alexandra Seibt Cash Award Ussery Megan Cash Award Patterson Jessica Cash Award Kremer Alexandra Cash Award Shadia Kawkabani Cash Award Lisa Tan
Wait! Mrs. Kane!
You are not going to believe what happened!

Burp

May I?

This is taking FOREVER!

I have a question.

Wait...what just happened?

I feel like...I just want to be everyone today!

Why would I do THAT?

Giggle...giggle...giggle.

OMG, Mrs. Kane!
Are you CRYING?
Theatre

"Cool Kids"

(Officers)

President- Graham Spangler
V.P.- Kendra Helfrich
Treasurer- Tristan Cormack
Secretary- Brynne Crawley
Historian- Brianna Beck
Technical- Tom Sedgwick

Steel Magnolias
The Mentor High School Concert Mixed Choir once again earned the "I" superior rating by the Ohio Music Education Association! The Concert Mixed Choir performed at the OMEA State Level Large Group Adjudicated event on April 27 at Highland High School in Medina, where they achieved the superior rating "I" both on stage and in the sight-reading component.

Concert Mixed Choir


Mixed Chorus

Concert Women's Choir

Concert Women's Choir: Rachel Brittain, Molly Brown, Bridget Burkett, Katherine Chesbrough, Alexandra Collingwood, Brynne Crawley, Coreen Debelak, Gabriella Drago, Tamara Dujmovic, Kelsey Frustere, Amanda Futkos, Katie Goodman, Emily Rose Hasasneh, Kendra Helfrich, Kristen Hermann, Kaitlin Huskey, Megan Katoch, Kate Keverline, Emily Kolar, Tessa Krupka, Samantha Lopez, Danielle McCarthy, Megan McKinney, Emma Miller, Meghan Oliver, Miranda Poulton, Emily Russell, Anna Seymour, Summer Slusher, Tori Stanek, Hannah Taub, Tara Toth, Hannah Watson, Heidi Widmer, Megan Mormino

Select Women's Vocal Ensemble

Select Women's Vocal Ensemble: María DiSanto, Gabi Drago, Caitlyn Dubiansky, Katie Goodman, Kate Keverline, Candace Kotliarsic, Kaitlyn McMahon, Bridget Michalski, Miranda Poulton, Emily Russell, Sara Toth, Heidi Widmer
Chamber Ensemble

MHS Vocal Chamber Ensemble: Molly Brown, Brynne Crawley, Corey Debelak, Jason Goldston, Devon Handler, Kendra Helfrich, Mike Hetrick, Katie Huskey, Craig Juricka, Meghan Katoch, Alyssa Lane, Samantha Lopez, Connor McCarthy, Sarah Murphy, Morgan Oliver, Kevin Pecjak, Ryan Posner, Ciara Sokolowski, Bridget Spath, Nick Toth
Concert Band

Scarlet Band

Adams, Elijah
Bailey, Monica
Baranski, Jacqueline
Blackwood, Cody
Butala, Jr., Gregg
Costanzo, Dominic
DeGraff, Serena
Dobish, Christina
Evan, Matthew
Fisher, Julia
Flagg, Richard
Flores, Jordan
Gerson, Brianna
Goodman, Katie
Gorup, James
Gorup, Katherine
Hanson, Madison
Harrison, Quinton
Horn, Caitlyn
Iafelice, Nicole
Kaminski, Rebecca
Knoble, Arielle
Kodramaz, Ryan
Kunc, Daniel
Layman, Mitchell
Loncar, David
Lucarelli, Ronald
Luzar, Ryan
Luzar, Stephen
Malehorn, Kayla
Mason, Kristen
Mathews, Alyssa
Mazzocco, Alexandria
McGlaughlin, Sara
McMahon, Justin
Meeks, Natalie
Nagle, Adam
Nagle, Kyle
Niemi, Emily
Noll, Timothy
Oglesby, Rafiq
Palmer, Kelly
Petersen, Caroline
Pongonis, Richard
Potter, Cassandra
Ranney, Madison
Raspovic, Gregory
Russell, Emily
Sajovic, Robert
Schultz, Hanna
Scott, Kristen
Seaton-Todd, MacKenzie
Seaton-Todd, Scott
Serdio, Heather
Seymour, Anna
Slovenec, Alec
Smith, Grant
Stack, Brigit
Steffancin, Bethany
Trubisky, Mariah
Uchaker, Julissa
Uher, Nicholas
Valvoda, Tyler
Vehovec, Matthew
Williamson, Lindsay
Zupan, Joseph
Freshman Band

Abad, Nabil
Arcaro, Dominic
Arsianian, Alexa
Bacurin, Jennifer
Beech, Bailey
Bentley, Corbyn
Biddle, Richard
Bracken, Ronan
Brett, Andrew
Brown, Kimberly
Canala, Christopher
Clemens, Bradley
Collins, Caitlin
Deas, Sara
Donnelly, Grant
Elston, Ashley
Evans, Philip
Fees, Alexa
Fleming, David
Frederick, Thomas
Geary, Ethan
Hellinger, Justin
Herrington, Sean
Hijawi, Ramsey
Howley, Lauren
Hunziker, Daniel
Kane, Carolina
Kobus, Tyler
Kotze, Markus
Kracht, Alana
Lemus, Alex
Magill, Bailey
Magro, Margaret
Mancuso, Alissa
McComb, Cullen
McGeary, Tatum
Meadows, Ian
Mizak, Rachael
Morr, Braden
Moyer, Molly
Nelson, Morgan
Nerici, Megan
Oelbracht, Leah
Ogorodnik, Rokas
Pajk, Elliott
Parker, Frank
Pedersen, Scott
Perovich, Lindsay
Pizzi, Jenna
Pollard, Scott
Pollock, Jacob
Powers, Charles
Price, Kari
Prunty, Troy
Radekevich, Paul
Raser, Cameron
Robertson, Hannah
Sajovic, Gia
Schmauder, Kelsey
Sharp, Kevin
Shawhan, Celia
Simmons, Jonathan
Simmons, Thomas
Spansel, Alyssa
Stanek, Christopher
Stavnicky, Stephen
Sweeney, Carrie
Swope, Alexandria
Trimble, Bridget
Turner, Doralyn
Van Der Velde, Krista
Vickers, Jacob
Wadge, Genevieve
Wahlstrom, Andrew
Walston, Catherine
Weed, Andrew
Weyandt, Tyler
White, Madisson
Williams, Adam
Williams, Hannah
Winston, Carlos
Winter, Cody
Wiseley, Kyra
Yezzi, Arianna
Zimcosky, Ryan
Zwagerman, Bryce
Mannheim Chamber

Khlaed Aboumerhi(violin), Jessie Bean(violin), Nick Bean(cello), Alexander Bechler(violin), Jenna Bellassa(violin), Anna Casey(viola), Nick Clark(violin), Mitchell Culp(violin), Maureen Driscoll(violin), Kim Dunagan(viola), Joe Erxleben(bass), Max Georg(violin), Virginia Grohol(viola), Mattie Haag(violin), Ian Hawthorne(bass), Kendra Helfrich(violin), Hannah Jor(ce)llo, Christina Katsaras(violin), Brandon Kunkel(viola), Kevin Nguyen(violin), Colleen O'Malley(viola), Carly Reese(cello), Kelly Reese(viola), Nina Ruhe(viola), Meghan Schieman(violin), Tom Sedgwick(violin), Xan Spalding(violin), Graham Spangler(cello), Shayna Swerdlov(viola), Ben Wardeiner(cello), Elizabeth Weaver(cello)

Camp Candids
Orchestra

Cardinal Sextet
Cardinal Sextet: Maureen Driscoll, Khlaed Aboumerhi, Kelly Reese, Shayna Swerdlov, Carly Reese, Graham Spangler
Symphony Orchestra

Flute: Samantha Butterfield, Ally Sabo, Michelle Crough; Piccolo: Ally Sabo; Oboe: Rhiannon Herbert, Sarah Murphy; Clarinet: Andrew Leuty, Ellie Hunt, Hannah Koerner; Bass Clarinet: Cori Babcock; Bassoon: Molly Brown, Meg Katoch; First Violin: Maureen Drisco, Khaled Aboumerhi, Kevin Nguyen, Mattie Haag, Jessica Bean, Alexander Bechler, Jenna Bellassai, Nicholas Clark, Maxwell Giorgi, Christina Katsaras, Meghan Schieman, Nina Ruhe, Thomas Sedgwick; Viola: Brandon Kunkel, Shayna Swerdlow, Kelly Reese, Kimberly Dunagan, James Swider, Colleen O'Malley, Cara Nuti, Anna Casey, Ginny Grohol, Erik Miller, Amanda Mersek, Ruben Wei; Christina DiCola; Cello: Carly Reese, Graham Spangler, Elizabeth Weaver, Ben Wardeiner, Nicholas Bean, Russell Catania, Heather Bosau, Hannah Jorz, Amanda Leuty, Emily Morgan; String Bass: Joseph Erxleben, Ian Hawthorne, Mitchell Centanne, Gina Mulh; Harp: Gina Mulh; Trumpet: Jacob Hatchard, Erik Christensen, Hannah Bailey, Jeremiah Mowery; Horn: Caelyn Eppler, Alyssa Lane, Blake Ashton, Elena Motiejunas; Trombone: Bryan Daly, Nathan Bacchi; Tuba: Jordan Stovall; Percussion: Alex Dominish, Craig Herrington, Jacob Keverline, Tyler Robertson, Justin Smith, Patrick Uline, Dan Kunc
Concert Orchestra

First Violin: Rosa Gifford, Jacob Ball, Marcella Moorman, Jay Reimann, Eve Pfeifer, Katlyn Harrison, Meghan Keeley, Anna-Victoria Galipo, Cailyn Hess; Second Violin: Karli Chiappone, Martin Spehar, Katherine Hlahol, Amanda Simenc, Elizabeth Vanek, Sasha Corder, Chris Bean, Marc Dinda, Alexandra Katsaras; Viola: Rachel Wallace, Kimberly Limon, Maureen Driscoll, Anna Wilde, Christine Dawson, Samantha Livengood; Bass: Christian Manley, Dylan Pap; Cello: Kyle Pollock, Katherine Geric, Shelsea Hjort, Nicole Culek, Sabrina Dugandzic, Maria Coy, Mackenzie Nevulis, Christina Bohnsack
Clinic Aids

Unit 11 & 12 Aids:

Bookstore Aids:

Main Office Aids
We are...

Guidance Office Aids

Nutritionists

Interactive Media 1 First row (l to r):
Laura Petro, William Schieb, Kaitlin Moore, Joseph Foltrauer,
2nd row: Cayla Clair, Kylee Dunn, Samantha Hudak, LaResha Jones,
Kourteney Kennedy
3rd row: Whitney Talbot, Amanda Palumbo, Stephen Cox,
Anna Seymour
4th row: Brianna Halded, Jacob Cossman, Cassidy Whinnie,
top row: Joshua Cates, Garrett Kilsuric, Nicholas Adams

Interactive Media 2 First row (l to r):
Maxwell Beers, Marissa Mrozek, Kaitlin Smith
2nd row: Dominic Wendel, Jesse Bleck, Cory Julian
3rd row: Edward Allums, Kevin Scott, Steven Andras
not pictured: Stephanie Scott, Heather Terdan
Seniors: Taylor Ankuda, Megan Avery, Jacalyn Bogner, Tod Carnish, Molly Cosmo, Susan Cozzarin, Nicole Drake, Victoria Fox, Marilyn Gilliam, Rebecca Lemieux, Sarah McElroy, Allison Morris, Gabrielle Parr, Elizabeth Perkins, Tyler Watt
Amy Cilensek
Emily Harker
Max Green
Brandon Kunkel
Kevin Nguyen
Brenna Robinson
Peter Shreiber
David Spauling
11
Sarah Bork
Michelle Crough
Avi Danda
Trishna Desai
Andrew Fraser
Shadia Kawkabani
Charlotte Klimovich
Ryan Kodramaz
Leila Mansour
Niko Ruhe
Robert Trebar
Nick Young
10
Kim Gliebe
Caitlyn Horn
David Linville
Dominic Longo
Hannah Taub
Jami Tatulinski
9
Nabil Abad
Talitha Abraham
Brandon Croyle
Kim Dunagan
Jenna Grams
Justin Hellinger
Danny Hunziker
Murray Jacob
Ryan Laganson
Alissa Langguth
Vince Marrazzo
Ian Meadows
Hiral Patel
Kevin Sharp
Jonathann Simmons
Andrew Wahlstrom

Out of all of the Science Olympiad teams in the State of Ohio, only 40 make it to the State Competition each year at both the middle school and high school levels. This year, Mentor Schools is proud that Mentor High School, Shore Middle School and Memorial Middle School qualified to compete in Columbus. Mentor High School’s Science Olympiad Team finished third in the state among other high schools, while winning the most medals in school history. MHS students finished first in the following categories: Chemistry Lab, Experimental Design, Forensics, Protein Modeling and Sounds of Music. They took second place honors in Disease Detectives, Optics, Robot Arm, Towers and Picture This and third place in Gravity Vehicle and Helicopters.

Congratulations to all! We are proud of your fantastic representation of our district in such prestigious competition!
Athletic Office Aids:
Dragana Iveljic,
Sam Caspio,
David Wallack,
Sydney Granito,
Sanda Matanovic,
Tyler Ellis,
Leah Cassella,
Emily Elkins,
Cameron Raser
Not Picutred:
Lauren Wilson,
Makayla Gabriel,
Sara Sotkovsky

mhs 2011-12
Boys and Girls Track and Field
2011
Boys Tennis
2011-2012

Seniors: Michael Amos, Steven Kubitza, Scott Seaton-Todd, Jacob Simko, Nicholas Szappanos, Khoo Truong, Benjamin Wardeiner
Juniors: Khaled Aboumerhi, Victor Gheno, Andrew Grebenc, Jeffery Ivey, David Lezan, Bradley Sackett
Sophomores: Nicholas Abazia, Shawn Gilday, Jeremiah Mowery, Mark Reilly, Travis Rellick
Freshmen: Nicholas Clark, Adrian Miller, Tyler Stopek
Head Coach: Len Taylor
Assistant Coaches: Tom Aspero, Andrew Mats, Wayne Reynolds, Wayne Rositano, Dan Wolf

Seniors- Dominic Edwards, Justin Fritts, Anthony Gallo, Joey Hritz, Kevin Mulh, Andrew Seibl, Scott Sherwood, Jordan Victor, Daniel Wallack, Nicholas Welly

Juniors- Nicholas DeLisa, Albert Giebel, Garret Graehling, Matthew Schaefer, Daniel Trimble

Sophomores- Nathan Carey, Jacob Cohen, Anthony Dengel, Nicholas Fillar, Kyle Hagey, Collin Hamrick, Austin Jaquemain, Brandon Kasberg, Kyle Langdon, Evan Lovick, Kade McClure, Justin McMahon, Robert Misch, Corey Playcan, Nicholas Pona, Caleb Potter, Raymon Sherman, Joseph Tomoletz, Samuel Vilk, Domenic Zeuil, Matthew Zolack

Freshmen- Austin Baker, Brandon Crowle, Timothy Cundy, Domenic Dengel, Nicholas Forsythe, Thomas Frederick, Michael Hritz, Christopher Hull, Maverick Hunsinger, Andrew Hurst, Matthew Intihar, Ryan Kanetsky, James Lauer, Bailey Magill, Anthony Martucci, Brandon Merriman, Tyler Thompson, Cole Tomko, Daniel Vayo
Head Coach: Faith Kover
Assistant Coaches: Charlie Stewart, Katelyn Caywood, Kate Adoryan

Seniors - Alyssa Albek, Michaila Crislip, Lauren Detering, Alex Manno

Juniors - Megan Broski, Elizabeth Causey, Carly Marrazzo, Megan Massey, Kelly Palmer, Ali Sluga, Lindsey Valvoda, Paige Victor

Sophomores - Aria Birtley, Christine Dawson, Katherine Desanto, Amanda Gerson, Paige Knofel, Jordan Kramer, Samantha Kramer, Nicole Link, JoAnn Maikut, Amy McDonnell, Alexandra Morgan, Emily Morgan, Lauren Palmer, Megan Salerno, Ivana Tomic, Mariah Trubisky, Heather Walker, Rachel Wallace


Softball 2012
Head Coach: Bill Dennison
Assistant Coaches: Dan Litzinger, Sara Parcell, Jeff Fink

Seniors- Steven Apicella, Nathan Bacchi, Mark Butler, Nathan Doles, Todd Flinn, Modesto Ingram, Tyler Keeley, Jesse Kovitch, Kenneth Levert, Stephen Luzar, Kyle Muenker, Maxwell Ostrowski, James Ritt, Truy VanAkin, Sean White
Juniors- Mitchell Centanne, Jaylen Dowdy, Matthew Evans, Michael Fier, James Gorjaup, Jeffery Gudowicz, Michael Hetrick, Christopher Hren, Jared Keipert, Garrett Klisuric, Thomas Kozlovich, Shane Maltry, DeeShaun McDade, Alex Meier, Joshua Nesnady, Cullen O'Donnell, Kyle Raser, Joseph Shaker, Rathana Vathananonh, Branko Vukancic, Terance Walton II
Freshmen- Christopher Amato, Christopher Canala, Andrew Carter, Carl Connolly, Adam DallaRiva, Edward Daugherty, Brian Edmond, Wade Elmore, Daniel Elzeer, Philip Evans, Richard Hyman-Lloyd, Anthony Lampert, Mitchell Layman, Kevin Lose, John Matsko, Rokas Ogorodnikas, Brenden Parker, Charles Powers, Ethan Schemm, Brandon Stoldt, Kyle Tankovich, Marc Walton, Ryan Zimcosky
Girls Track and Field 2012

Head Coach: Brian Butler
Assistant Coaches: Bob Berwald, Ellen McKenrick, Brian Walukas

Seniors- Alexandra Aiello, Alexandra Benson, Morgan Brunner, Sarah Butterfield, Lauren Cannavino, Nicole Culek, Jessica Eiben, Ozlem Er, Hallie Gatto, Emily Harker, Rachael Iskra, Emily Janosko, Cassandra Kremyr, Blake Lewis, Alyssa Matthews, Nicole Rizzo, Sara Scinto, Rachael Stevens, Caitlin Tanski, Kristine Wagner, Hannah Watson

Juniors- Samantha Birchall, Courtney Crane, Emily Dacar, Kaitlyn Korosi, Abigail Meinem, Emily Niemi, Emily Strayer, Ashlyn Woods

Sophomores- Kelly Adkins, Jessica Bean, Mackenzie Byrnes, Kaitlin de la Mata, Jaime Eiben, Emily Elkins, Makayla Gabriell, Katherine Gorup, Lindsey Graehling, Mattie Haag, Lindsey Iafalice, Nicole Iafalice, Afrieka Jackson, Daja Jones, Kayla Knowles, Carissa Kruter, Sarah Kurzinger, Josie Mansperger, Meghan Mormino, Elena Motiejunas, Jennifer Mulhall, Emily Nerici, Katherine Padden, Stephanie Palfi, Rachel Piazza, Hanna Schultz, Sarah Sotkovsky, MacKenzie Seaton-Todd, Brittany Thompson, Callyn Voase

Head Coach
Ed Bolden

Assistant Coach
Brad Edwards

Juniors- Connor Brittain, Avinash Danda, Brian Fitzmaurice, Kyle Friebertshauser, Michael Grieser, Connor Hutter, Timothy Kennedy, Christopher McDowell, William O’Donnell, Casey Seaborn, Tyler Winslow, Alex Young

Sophomores- Andrew Banary, Anthony Coustillac, Joseph Hegedus, Joshua McBride, Michael Muzic, Ryan Posipanka, Michael Ritchie, James Swider, Alan Wardeiner, Samuel Wilson

Freshmen- Dylan Armstrong, David Meinen, Braden Morr, Cameron Raser, Patrick Riley, Brendan Shulman, Jacob Wernick, Santiago Zerinsky, Bryce Zwagerman

Seniors
Regis Coustillac, Alec Daling, Luke Farshchian, Camden Kloss, Steven Linn, Miles Jaljarik, Fred Peschke, Raymond Roos, Eric Rosenberger, Peter Schreiber
Juniors- Jessica Baum, Sarah Carter, Lauren Crawford, Shannon Flaherty, Joan Graziano, Lacey Miller, Natalie Pachinger, Kristyn Vines, Erin Walsh


Freshmen- Sarah Bertrand, Jordan Bigelow, Jennifer Kukula, Jessica Kump, Alissa Langguth, Takota Randazzo, Tabetha Tackett

Emma Miller-Stats
Taylor McCloskey- Manager

Seniors
Delaney Imber, Meaghan McMahon, Brenna Robinson, Stephanie Zook
Community service projects are a great example of how Mentor High School students show their Cardinal Pride. Within the last year, Mentor High School students raised more than $5,000 in donations for the United Way and collected more than 11,000 pounds of food for the Feed Lake County efforts. Every school year, our students host two blood drives for the American Red Cross, donating hundreds of pints of blood to potentially help save lives. And, on average, a graduating class from Mentor High School will have logged about 30,000 community service hours along their journey through Mentor Schools.

Our Blood Mobile results this year: 165 productive pints were collected. This can help 495 hospital patients!
Not only does Ecology Club help with Spring clean-up, these students are also in charge of taking care of the recycling in our building all year long.
On March 8th and 9th, our Mock Trial Team participated in the state competition in Columbus. This was the youngest team to ever go to states from Mentor! The team included: Heather Bosau, Jacob Demesa, Peter Kunka, Ryan Laganson, Charrielle McDade, Peggy Magro, Vincent Marrazzo, Emily Penkowski, Garrett Pool, Alaina Riera.

Congrats to all members of Mock Trial honored by the Lake County Bar Association for their accomplishments! Steven Apicella, Margaret Basie, Maggie Davis, Julia DiSanto, Ryan Laganson, Sarah Perry.

The Mock Trial Competition Team also competed at the Lake County Courthouse in February and swept the awards for Best Attorney and Best Witness. Best Attorney awards: Peter Kunka, Charrielle McDade, Corey Debela, Scott McKown. Best Witness awards: Vincent Marrazzo, Peggy Magro, Margaret Basie, Andrew Brzeczkowski.
The 1920s Day in-school field trip for students in College 11 and Honors 10 English classes took place during most of the day on May 3rd. Students participated by dressing up for this fun event!
Performers:
Bailey Beech
Argie Bogiantzis
Ali Collingwood
Bryan Daly
Caelyn Eppler
Jason Goldston
Devon Handler
Kendra Helfrich
Craig Herrington
Michael Judy
Michaela Judy
Craig Juricka
Kate Keverline
Alyssa Lane
Mike Love
Connor McCarthy
Morgan Oliver
Lauren Palmer
Kevin Pecjak
Stephanie Posar
Ryan Posner
Miranda Poulton
Kayleigh Shaw
Stephen Stavnicky
Ryan Steele

Director: Mrs. Laurie Eppler
Asst. Director: Mrs. Amy Bender
Choreographer: Mrs. Marylin Young
summer